Y2 Example Text
Recount: Newspaper Report

Twinkl

Times

DINOSAUR ON TOUR!
Have you ever visited
London? Then you might
have seen one of the
biggest and most popular
members of the Natural
History Museum.
Dippy, the spectacular,
enormous
Diplodocus
skeleton has been at
the museum since 1905
but now some other
museums around the
United Kingdom are
going to have a turn to
look after him.

The real Diplodocus
skeleton was found in
America in 1898 and
put on display there.
King Edward VII saw
a drawing of it and he
asked to have a model
of the skeleton built
for the Natural History
Museum.
The
king’s
wish
eventually came true.
The 292 bones arrived
in
London
in
36
packing boxes. It took
four months to put the
skeleton together and
Dippy finally went on
show on Friday 12th
May, 1905. What an
amazing sight he was!
Dippy has stood proudly in
the hall of the Natural History
Museum since 1905.

Y2 Example Text
Recount: Newspaper Report
Dippy hasn’t had a boring
time at the museum. The
skeleton was gently taken
apart in the wartime and
put into the basement to
keep him safe from the
bombs. He has even been
in television programmes
and films. What a star!

work at the museum.
Dippy starts his tour in
February 2018 so there
is still lots of time for you
to see this unbelievable
dinosaur skeleton.

For more information
about the tour go to
http://www.nhm.ac.uk/
Don’t worry if you a b o u t- u s / n a t i o n a l haven’t met Dippy yet. He impact/Diplodocus-onis being carefully packed tour.html
away by the people that

This shows how big a
Diplodocus is.
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DINOSAUR ON TOUR!

The real Diplodocus
skeleton was found in
America in 1898 and
put on display there.
King Edward VII saw
a drawing of it and he
asked to have a model
of the skeleton built
for the Natural History
Museum.4

Dippy, the spectacular,
enormous
Diplodocus
skeleton has been at
the museum since 1905
but now some other
museums around the
United Kingdom are
going to have a turn to
look after him.4

uses pictures
with captions

the name of the
newspaper
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Have you ever visited
London? Then you might
have seen one of the
biggest and most popular
members of the Natural
History Museum.
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1
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The
king’s
wish
eventually came true.
The 292 bones arrived
in
London
in
36
packing boxes. It took
four months to put the
skeleton together and
Dippy finally went on
show on Friday 12th
May, 1905.4 What an
amazing sight he was!
Dippy has stood proudly in
the hall of the Natural History
Museum since 1905.
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includes facts
about the main
event
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Dippy hasn’t had a boring
time at the museum. The
skeleton was gently taken
apart in the wartime and
put into the basement to
keep him safe from the
bombs. He has even been
in television programmes
and films.4 What a star!

work at the museum.
Dippy starts his tour in
February 20184 so there
is still lots of time for you
to see this unbelievable
dinosaur skeleton.
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includes facts
about the main
event

For more information
about the tour go to
http://www.nhm.ac.uk/
Don’t worry if you a b o u t- u s / n a t i o n a l haven’t met Dippy yet. He impact/Diplodocus-onis being carefully packed tour.html
away by the people that
3
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uses pictures
with captions

This shows how big a
Diplodocus is.
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All Text: spelling,
punctuation and
grammar from Y1
used accurately
throughout
including
compound words,
plural ‘s’ , the
prefix ‘-un’ and
suffixes ‘ing’, ‘ed’,
‘er’, ‘est’ to root
words with no
change.
1

capital letters
and full stops.
2

correct form
of past and
present tense
used (including
progressive form
of the past and
present tense).

Twinkl

11

4

apostrophe for
contraction.
5

suffixes -ment,
-ness, -ful, -less,
-ly, -ing, -ed, -er,
-est, -y (with a
change to the
root word) added
correctly.
6

co-ordinating
conjunction.
7

subordinating
conjunction.
8

KS1 common
exception words
spelt correctly.

Times

11

10

commas in a
list.

12

DINOSAUR ON TOUR!
Have you ever visited
London?12&13 Then you9
might have seen2 one of
the biggest5 and most
popular3 members of
the Natural History
Museum11.
Dippy, the spectacular3,10
enormous
Diplodocus
3
skeleton has8 been2 at
the museum since 1905
but6 now some8 other
museums around the
United Kingdom are8
going2 to have a turn to
look after him.1

The1 real Diplodocus
skeleton was8 found in
America in 1898 and6
put on display there.17&1
King Edward VII saw a
drawing5 of it and he
asked5 to have a model
of the skeleton built2
for the Natural History
Museum.11
The1
king’s18
wish
5
eventually came true.
The 292 bones arrived
in London in 36 packing
boxes. It took2 4 months
to put the skeleton
together and6 Dippy
finally5 went2 on show
on Friday 12th May,
1905. What an amazing
sight he was!14&15

9

command.

capital letter for
proper noun.

15

3

expanded
noun phrase for
description or
detail

11

Dippy has stood proudly in
the hall of the Natural History
Museum since 1905.

question.

question mark
used correctly.
13

exclamation.

14

exclamation
mark used
correctly.
15

uses phonics to
spell new words.
16

statement.

17

apostrophe for
possession.
18
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Annotated Grammar, Punctuation and Spelling Features
All Text: spelling,
punctuation and
grammar from Y1
used accurately
throughout
including
compound words,
plural ‘s’ , the
prefix ‘-un’ and
suffixes ‘ing’, ‘ed’,
‘er’, ‘est’ to root
words with no
change.
1

capital letters
and full stops.
2

correct form
of past and
present tense
used (including
progressive form
of the past and
present tense).
3

expanded
noun phrase for
description or
detail

Dippy hasn’t4 had a
boring time at the
museum. The skeleton
was8 gently5 taken apart
in the wartime and
put into the basement
to keep him safe from
the bombs.17 He has
even been in television
programmes and films.17
What a star!15

For more information
about the tour go to9
http://www.nhm.ac.uk/
Don’t4 worry if7 you a b o u t- u s / n a t i o n a l haven’t4 met Dippy yet. impact/Diplodocus-onHe is being2 carefully5 tour.html
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apostrophe for
contraction.
5

suffixes -ment,
-ness, -ful, -less,
-ly, -ing, -ed, -er,
-est, -y (with a
change to the
root word) added
correctly.
6

co-ordinating
conjunction.
7

subordinating
conjunction.
8

KS1 common
exception words
spelt correctly.
9

command.

10

commas in a
list.

packed away by the
people8 that7 work at the
museum. Dippy starts2
his tour in February 2018
so6 there is8 still lots of
time for you to see this
unbelievable
dinosaur
3
skeleton .

This shows how big a
Diplodocus is.

11

capital letter for
proper noun.
12

question.

question mark
used correctly.
13

exclamation.

14

exclamation
mark used
correctly.
15

uses phonics to
spell new words.
16

statement.

17

apostrophe for
possession.
18
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throughout
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and full stops.
2

correct form
of past and
present tense
used (including
progressive form
of the past and
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apostrophe for
contraction.
5

suffixes -ment,
-ness, -ful, -less,
-ly, -ing, -ed, -er,
-est, -y (with a
change to the
root word) added
correctly.
6

co-ordinating
conjunction.
7

subordinating
conjunction.
8

KS1 common
exception words
spelt correctly.

Times

11

10

commas in a
list.
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DINOSAUR ON TOUR!
Have you ever visited
London?12&13 Then you9
might have seen2 one of
the biggest5 and most
popular3 members of
the Natural History
Museum11.
Dippy, the spectacular3,10
enormous
Diplodocus
3
skeleton has8 been2 at
the museum since 1905
but6 now some8 other
museums around the
United Kingdom are8
going2 to have a turn to
look after him.1

The1 real Diplodocus
skeleton was8 found in
America in 1898 and6
put on display there.17&1
King Edward VII saw a
drawing5 of it and he
asked5 to have a model
of the skeleton built2
for the Natural History
Museum.11
The1
king’s18
wish
5
eventually came true.
The 292 bones arrived
in London in 36 packing
boxes. It took2 4 months
to put the skeleton
together and6 Dippy
finally5 went2 on show
on Friday 12th May,
1905. What an amazing
sight he was!14&15

9

command.

capital letter for
proper noun.

15

3

expanded
noun phrase for
description or
detail

11

Dippy has stood proudly in
the hall of the Natural History
Museum since 1905.

question.

question mark
used correctly.
13

exclamation.

14

exclamation
mark used
correctly.
15

uses phonics to
spell new words.
16

statement.

17

apostrophe for
possession.
18
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throughout
including
compound words,
plural ‘s’ , the
prefix ‘-un’ and
suffixes ‘ing’, ‘ed’,
‘er’, ‘est’ to root
words with no
change.
1

capital letters
and full stops.
2

correct form
of past and
present tense
used (including
progressive form
of the past and
present tense).
3

expanded
noun phrase for
description or
detail

Dippy hasn’t4 had a boring
time at the museum. The
skeleton was8 gently5
taken apart in the
wartime and put into the
basement to keep him safe
from the bombs.17 He has
even been in television
programmes and films.17
What a star!15

For more information
about the tour go to9
http://www.nhm.ac.uk/
4
7
Don’t worry if you a b o u t- u s / n a t i o n a l haven’t4 met Dippy yet. impact/Diplodocus-onHe is being2 carefully5 tour.html
packed away by the

4

apostrophe for
contraction.
5

suffixes -ment,
-ness, -ful, -less,
-ly, -ing, -ed, -er,
-est, -y (with a
change to the
root word) added
correctly.
6

co-ordinating
conjunction.
7

subordinating
conjunction.
8

KS1 common
exception words
spelt correctly.
9

command.

10

commas in a
list.

people8 that7 work at the
museum. Dippy starts2
his tour in February 2018
so6 there is8 still lots of
time for you to see this
unbelievable
dinosaur
3
skeleton .

This shows how big a
Diplodocus is.

11

capital letter for
proper noun.
12

question.

question mark
used correctly.
13

exclamation.

14

exclamation
mark used
correctly.
15

uses phonics to
spell new words.
16

statement.

17

apostrophe for
possession.
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